The Financial Review
Format and Style Guidelines

1. Overview:

The first page should contain:
a) Title of the paper.
b) Each author's name and affiliation (the name of the employer or school). Indicate the corresponding author with an asterisk. Please give the name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address of at least the corresponding author.
c) One or more JEL codes and two to four keywords.
d) Acknowledgments and information on grants in a footnote at the bottom of the title page.

The main body of the paper should repeat the title and also include an abstract (100 words or fewer). The appendices (if any), references, figures and tables should be arranged sequentially at the end of the paper.

2. Section headings:

Number all major sections in the paper, including the introduction. Section headers should be left justified with Arabic numerals. Only the first word of the section title is capitalized. Headers are in boldface and subheads are italicized. For example:

2. The costs of bankruptcy
2.1 The nature of direct costs
2.1.1 Professional fees and expenses

3. Footnotes:

Use footnotes at the bottom of the page, not endnotes. Keep footnotes to a minimum. Use a 10-point or larger font. Number footnotes consecutively throughout the text, except for the title page footnote containing corresponding author contact information and acknowledgements.

4. References:

The reference list should match one-to-one with all references cited in the text of the paper. The reference list should be arranged alphabetically. Use the authors’ last name and initials for first and middle names. Multiple papers by the same author should be arranged in chronological order (please list the authors’ names each time, do not use ______ ).

For journal articles:

For working papers:

For books:

In-text references should cite the author’s last name and year. Examples:
Tse (2016) reports that...
Kadapakkam, Meisami, and Wald (2016) find that...
Previous studies (e.g., Kadapakkam, Meisami, and Wald, 2016) show that …
Previous studies (Tse, 2016; Kadapakkam, Meisami, and Wald, 2016) show that …

5. **Tables, figures, and graphs:**

All tables should be numbered consecutively using Arabic numerals. Do not use gridlines. Use horizontal lines only above and below a row containing column headings and below the last row of a table or panel. Please align all decimal points in the table, if possible. The title of the table should be self-explanatory. Every table should include a legend (just below the table title) which should allow a reader to understand the table without referring to the text of the paper or to another table. Indicate statistical significance using asterisks, and state the significance levels either in the table legend or at the bottom of the table. For example,

***, ** and * indicate statistical significance at the 0.001, 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.

All figures should be numbered consecutively in the text using Arabic numerals. Each figure should include a descriptive title, followed by a brief description that allows a reader to understand what is depicted in the figure.

6. **Numbers and equations:**

Numbers Zero through ten are spelled out, but numbers greater than 10 are written as numerals (11, 12, ...). Round figures such as 15.2 million, 40 thousand etc. can be spelled out. Please use commas (not ‘.’) in numbers with more than three digits (e.g., 1,234 , not 1234 or 1.234). Percents are written with the number followed by the percent sign, e.g., 15.2%, and decimals as 0.152 (not .152).

All equations should be numbered consecutively throughout the manuscript as (1), (2), etc., in the right-hand margin of the page.